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Conflict Coverage and Conflict Escalation
Wilhelm Kempf

1.

Current tendencies in war journalism

Though still existent traditional state propaganda as characteristic during the World
Wars (see Lasswell, 1927; Knightly, 1975; and chapters 2 and 4 of this volume) has
been partly delegated to professional PR agencies in recent conflicts (Kunczik, 1990).
During both the Gulf War (MacAlthur, 1992) and the Bosnia conflict (Beham. 1996),
the role of PR agencies became so massive, and filters used to sort out virtual PR
reality from real facts so few, that it became extremely difficult to assess the situation
without knowing what the PR firms had transmitted. But this was only a first step in
what may be called the privatization of propaganda (Luostarinen & Kempf, 2(00).
During the Bosnia conflict, journalists themselves deliberately threw away professional rules and standards of truth in the name of a moral enterprise 'that is aware of
its responsibilities; and will not stand neutrally between good and evil, right and
wrong, the victim and the oppressor' (Bell, 1997).
As one of the results of the post-Cold War military conflicts, journalists have
become aware that the media do not just report about war and peace, but they play
an active part in the game. As a reaction to this insight, a new school of war reporting is taking over the media world, which BBC correspondent Martin Bell (1997)
calls the Journalism of Attachment.
This Journalism of Attachment says that reporters cannot remain detached or
neutral in the face of modern evils like genocide in Bosnia, but that journalists have
to take side with the victims and demand that something must be done.
So far, the Journalism of Attachment sounds like a worthy appeal for concerned
reporting and seems to share the same values as Peace Journalism. But the problem
with Journalism of Attachment is that it has no vision of constructive conflict transformation and no analysis of the political and social roots of wars. Journalism of
Attachment depicts war as an exclUSively moral struggle in which Right fights Wrong.
As journalists appoint themselves judges of who is good or evil in the world,
and as they place moral pressure on the international community to take sides, the
Journalism of Attachment replaces the rules of journalism with the rules of propaganda. The coverage of the Bosnia and Kosovo conWcts is full of examples of how
journalists served their moral impetus by means of information control and fabrication of news (see chapter 13 below),
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Journalists suppressed news stories that satisfied all criteria for newsworthiness
but did not fit with the image of the enemy (see Hume, 1997). Journalists faked
empirical evidence by producing television images that did not show what they
were claimed to show, but which put on stage cliches and stereotypes which propaganda had already implemented in the minds of the audiences. And which is
perhaps even more symptomatic journalists openly justified such forgery by claiming that it did not matter whether the pictures were faked since they only showed
what people already 'knew' and since they served the goal of opening the eyes of
the public.
Martin Bell is right when he claims that journalists exercize a certain influence
and that they have to know that. He also points out that such influence may be for
better or worse and that journalists need to be aware of this too. But the way in
which Journalism of Attachment deals with this responsibility only adds fuel to the
fire. And - as always in war propaganda - this is done in the name of peace.

2.

War discourse as the normal case

If journalists really want to contribute to the end of war, to the de-escalation of
conflicts or to the strengthening of peace processes, they do need insight into the
influence of the media and the responsibility of journalism. They also perhaps do
need a sense of moral outrage. But, in addition, they do need an all-sided view on
the conflict, unconditional obligation to standards of tmth and a clear stand in the
logic of peacehIl transformation of conflicts.
Even if no systematic propaganda whether privatized or state propaganda takes place, the way in which the media operate - reporting on war and violence often causes them to support those societal beliefs that maintain and escalate intractable conflicts. Thus, the media can end up serving as catalysts for unleashing violence rather than contributing to de-escalation and constmctive, nonviolent conflict
transformation (see Galtung, 1997 and chapter 14 below).
Under the political constraints of the Cold War, the governmental rhetoric of
power and violence was adopted by the media as the 'official discourse'. 'Peace talk'
was tagged as 'communist' and 'challenger discourse', with low penetration into
general-audience media (see Shinar, 1998). This preference for war discourse resulted in the absence - with far-reaching implications - of peace discourse in the
repertoire of media professionals and, at the same time, also changed the consumption habits of the general public.
War discourse reduces conflicts to force and violence. It contains little knowledge of the dynamics of conflict and no ideas for alternatives to violence. Even
journalists who feel obliged to traditional standards of tmth and objectivity tend to
paint pictures in black and white, often reducing conflicts to simple antagonisms in
order to make news stories more thrilling and the conflict more understandable for
the audience.
Particularly in societies involved in intractable conflict, there is a further reason
for the preference of war discourse by journalists. Journalists usually share the beliefs of the society to which they belong, and - in particular - they share those
societal beliefs which enable the society to cope with the conflict.
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Intractable conflicts arc demanding, stressful, painful, exhausting and costly both
in human and material terms. This requires that society members develop conditions
which enable successful coping. One 3spect of the conditions provided by war
culture is a psychologic31 infrastructure that consists, for example, of devotion to
one's own side and its leadership, maintenance of its objectives, high motivation to
contribute, and endurance and readiness for personal sacrifice. Societal beliefs society members' shared cognition on topics and issues that are of special concern
for their society and contribute to their sense of uniqueness fulfill an important
role in the formation of these psychologic31 conditions. They are part of a society's
ethos and construct society members' view of the conflict; they motivate them to act
on behalf of the society and to harm the enemy (Bar~Tal 1998).
According to Bar-Tal, these societal belief" include beliefs about the justness of
own goals, beliefs about security and how it can be achieved, beliefs about positive
self-image, beliefs about own victimization, beliefs that delegitimize the enemy, beliefs about patriotism and about the uniqueness of the society, and - tlnally - beliefs
abollt peace as its ultimate desire.
These beliefs are far from being sufficient to win a conflict. Other conditions of
military, political and economic natures must also be fulfilled. But the psychological
conditions are necessary for enduring the intractable conflict. Any warfaring nation,
therefore, tries to produce and maintain these beliefs by means of propaganda.
Nonetheless, these beliefs are not just the outcome of propaganda but result from
psychological processes that take place whenever a conflict is conceptualized as an
antagonistic process,

3.

Constructive conflicts

Peace culture is not a state of eternal harmony. But it is sort of a social contract
which enables society members to deal with (internal and external) conflicts within
a cooperative environment.
In evelY conflict, there are own rights and intentions and there are actions by an
opponent that interfere with these and are experienced as threats. The opponent
also experiences a perception of threat when our actions interfere with his or her
rights and intentions. Still, there is some kind of common ground: there are common
rights and intentions and a common benefit resulting from the relationship between
the two parties which may give reason for mutual tmst (see figure 1).
So far, any conflict is open for conceptualization either as a cooperative or as a
competitive process. Yet systematic divergence of perspectives makes it difficult for
the parties in a contlict to come to such an all-sided view on the conflict (Kempf,
1996b).
Divergence of perspectives means that each of the parties focus on their own
rights and intentions and on the thrcat to which they are exposed by the opponent's
actions, which - at the same time - seem to threaten common rights and objectives
as well as the common benefit (see figure 2).
This divergence of perspectives produces a slight bias towards interpreting the
conflict as a competitive situation, especially if there is little cOll1ll1lmication between
the parties or if they do not have a strong basis of mutual cooperation. This bias is
not very severe, however, ancl a cooperative environment can take the edge off it.
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Figure 1.
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In a cooperative environment, the conflict can be conceptualized according to a
win-win model that deals with the conflict as a common problem which both sides
try to resolve in a way which serves both sides' needs and interests (Deutsch, 1973).
The process of cooperation enables the parties to negotiate in a constructive atmosphere, in which none of them feels threatened and in which mutual trust stimulates
open and honest communication between the parties as well as the exchange of
knowledge and information without the need to hide points of weakness and vulnerability.
Open communication reduces the danger of misunderstandings. It enables the
parties to explore their interests behind the issues at conflict, to elaborate a more
adequate definition of what the real problem is that has to be resolved and to
optimize their contributions to resolving the problem.
Operating as a team encourages the parties to have empathy for each other and
to respect their mutual needs and interests. The process of cooperation thus reduces
defensive strategies and produces positive attitudes towards each other, which make
the partners more sensitive to things in common and reduce the importance of
differences.
All these effects of cooperation reduce the intensity of the conflict and make
violent escalation less probable. There is, however a risk involved in these: relevant
issues might be disregarded, or the partners might invest too little energy in exploring differences, and as a result they might agree to a hasty solution of the problem
which does not prove to be stable.
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Figure 2.
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If this happens, disappointment about failure will strengthen the bias towards
interpreting the conflict as a competitive situation. Neutral third parties can play an
important role in avoiding this. However, because of the way in which media operate, most often they do not take the role of a neutral third party. Despite professional
ideology, according to which the task of journalists is merely to report facts, the
media usually interpret facts in the framework of a win-lose model, according to
which each party can only win at the expense of the other.

4.

Destructive conflicts

In a competitive environment, however, conflicts have a tendency to spread and to
escalate. This may lead to an intlation of issues, and the conflict may continue long
after the original issues have lost their relevance (or even have been forgotten).
The process of competition reduces the communication between the parties.
Existing resources for communication are either neglected or used for intimidation
or delusion of the opponent. The opponent's statements or declarations are not
believed, and available information is mistntsted in accordance with existing prejudice.
The principle of competition suggests that a resolution of the conflict is only
possible at the expense of the opponent and can only be enforced against his resistance (Deutsch, 1973). Accordingly, it supports the use of more and more drastic -
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and, in the end, even violent means in order to enforce own goals. Finally, the
competitive process leads to mistrust and enmification of the parties and thus reduces their sensitivity for common grounds and increases their sensitivity for differences. The parties concentrate on strategies of power and tactics of threat, pressure
and fraud.
This tendency to escalate the conflict results:
- at the level of issues, from the competitive win-lose principle, which makes the
parties want to win the conflict (whatever the costs may be);
at the level of attitudes, from the misinterpretation of the opponent's actions and
his or her intentions; and
at the level of behaviour, from the process of social commitment, combined with
victory as the primary goal to be achieved.
Competition between groups also effects the social structure within groups (Blake &
Mouton, 1961). The coherence of the in-group becomes stronger. Group members
identify more strongly with their group. Group members that are outstanding in the
conflict rise in social rank order. Leadership is transferred to persons that stand for a
confrontative strategy. Victory becomes the main goal, and group members who
show readiness for compromising are marginalized as traitors. Unyielding beIligerents
are praised as heroes, and neutral third parties are disqualified if they do not intervene to the benefit of the own side.
These changes also effect the negotiation behaviour between groups (Blake &
Mouton, 1962). Group members tend to overemphasize suggestions of the own side
and to reject those that come from the other group. They also show a tendency to
block negotiations rather than to try to find a solution which can also be accepted by
the opposite side.
The escalation of conflict (see figure 3) progresses through three major levels,
each of which is defined by a specific conceptualization of the conflict (Kempf,
1996b).
On the first level, the conflict is conceptualized as a competitive situation, based
on a win-lose model.
The process which leads from win-win to win-lose can be described in three
steps (see Glasl, 1992).
1. The first step is characterized by the hardening of positions. At this starting point
of conflict escalation, cooperation still predominates but sometimes it leads to a
clash of standpoints.
2. At the second step, the parties begin a debate, characterized by an unstable
balance between cooperative and competitive attitudes, that goes hand in hand
with the polarization of standpOints, cognition, emotions and intentions.
3. At the third step, competitive behaviour becomes predominant. The parties confront each other with settled facts, rather than expending time on unnecessary
words.
If one of the parties feels hurt or fears being hurt even more, the conflict escalates
into struggle: The parties start to fight each other; hurting the opponent becomes a
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Figure 3.
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goal of its own; none of them will show any weakness; and the opponent starts to
be demonized (Creighton. ]992).
The process of escalation into fighting can again be described in three steps (see
Glasl, 1992).
1. As a first step, the parties start to invest in image and coalitions. They push each

other into negative roles and search for adherents and coalition partners.

2. As a next step, the opponent loses face. The whole person of the opponent
appears in a new (negative) light, and positive experiences during the past are
reinterpreted as negative.
3. Finally, the parties resort to strategies of threat. Violence has not yet broken out,
but is taken into account as a possible option, and the parties try to force each
other by the threat of violent consequences.
Struggle finally escalates into warfare if the physical or mental death of the opponent
becomes an objective or if violence is used in order to force the opponent to give in.
At this level of conflict escalation, the parties do not view each other as human any
more, only as enemies. Communication and negotiations degenerate to the continu-
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ation of warfare by verbal means: Every word said (as well as silence) is used as a
weapon, and every word heard (also induding silence) is interpreted as the use of
arms, Even if the opponent tries to reduce the conflict, this is only regarded as a
tactical maneuver or as an attempt at manipulation,
The mutual violence becomes the main issue of the conflict, and in the end the
parties even may lose sight of their original goals, They no more fight in order to
enforce their goals at the expense of the opponent; they only fight in order to keep
the opponent from victory, The conflict becomes a zero-sum game, in which there is
only one goal, that is, to win; and to win means not to be the loser,
The escalation of warfare into this lose-lose situation can again - be described
in three steps (see Glasl, 1(92),
1, At the first step, the strategy of the opponents is still restricted to limited blows
of destruction, In order to endure the causalities they suffer, the parties reverse
their values into their opposites: relatively little damage is already regarded as a
benefit
2, At the second step, paralysis of the enemy system becomes the main objective,
3, Finally, it may come to total war, which leads the parties together into ruin.
There is no way back, and the enemy has to be destroyed, even at the expense
of own life,

5.

Cognitive change during conflict escalation

During this process of conflict escalation, which can be observed not only in political conflicts but also in interpersonal and intergroup conflicts, the parties step by
step apply more drastic means in order to enforce their goals, Since the use of drastic
means violates ethical norms and is often subject to both social and juridical sanctions, this calls for special legitimization. This legitimization is provided by changes
in the cognitive representation of the conflict which affect the conceptualization of
the conflict and evaluation of the parties' rights and goals, actions and the resulting
emotional involvement in the conflict (see Kempf, 1996b).
When the parties interpret the conflict as a win-lose situation, they enter into a
competitive process in which common rights and intentions, along with the common benefit that stems from the parties' mutual relationship, tend to get out of Sight
Mutual trust is lost. The cognitive representation of the conflict is reduced to the
parties' own right'> and intentions and to the threat which results from the opponents' actions (see figure 4).
In the course of further escalation from competition to struggle, the parties'
behaviour and attitudes become increasingly hostile, This hostility calls for justification, Accordingly, the opponent's rights start to be denied, and his or her intentions
are demonized. Own actions that interfere with the opponent's right'> and intentions
are justified, and one's own strength is emphasized, As a counterpart to the perceived thre-.lt from the opponent, confidence in the own side's victory and in the
prevailing of own rights and intentions emerges. At the same time, these own rights
and intentions tend to be idealized. Actions by the opponent, that inteIfere with
them are condemned, and the dangerousness of the opponent is underlined. The
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Figure 4.
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threat posed to the opponent is denied. The opponent's attacks appear as unjustified
and bring about mistrust against him or her (figure 5).
Finally, further escalation to wart~ue reduces the perception of the conflict to
military logic: Peaceful alternatives are refuted. Mistrust against the enemy is stimulated. Common interests that might provide a basis for nonviolent, constructive conflict resolution are denied, as are possibilities of cooperation with the enemy. (Justified) indignation with the war is converted into (self-righteous) indignation with the
enemy: the common suffering that the war brings about, as well as the common
benefit that a peaceful connicl resolution could entail, cannot be seen any more (see
tlgure 6).
It is exactly this image of the connict which propaganda tries to produce in order
to improve and maintain both the fighting spirit of the soldiers and the civilians'
readiness to make sacrifices. And, it is also tbis image of the conflict which finally
results in the societal beliefs that help society members to endure the war.
Once these beliefs have emerged in a society, they provide a framework that
interprets literally every interaction with the opponent as another scene in the big
drama of antagonism between Good and Evil. And once an event has been interpreted in this way, it seemingly provides proof of the stereotypes and prejudices that
created this interpretation. There is no way out of this vicious circle, unless we learn
Martin-Ban), 1991). However, the
to accept facts before they are interpreted
more a conflict has escalated, the more difficult this becomes.
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Figure 5.
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Fundamental contradictions of war culture

War culture is based on fundamental contradictions. First is the contradiction between beliefs that security will be achieved by enduring antagonism and confrontation with the enemy and beliefs about peace as the ultimate desire of society.
Second, there is an immanent contradiction on which enduring antagonism itself is based: in order to stimulate the society members' fighting spirit, the enemy is
portrayed as dangerous and inhuman; at the same time, the enemy is also described
as not being dangerous and as human, so that the members of the society do not
lose courage, are certain of Victory and do not get scared by the prospect of possible
defeat.
A prominent example of these immanent contradictions is the Cold War logic
that legitimated the stationing of medium-range missiles and Cluise missiles in Western Germany during the early 1980s. Although emphasis was placed on the need to
deter the 'inhumanitarian Soviet Union' from war, reference was Simultaneously made
to the good will of the Soviet Union (which was supposed to be interested in protecting Europe from destruction) as the only security guarantee which would prevent the nuclear armament race from resulting in the destruction of Central Europe
(see Kempf, 1986),
Contradictions like this are typical of war culture and interweave propaganda
and traditional war reporting on all levels, from the explanation of the logic of
history (see Kempf, Reimann & Luostarinen, 2000) via the explanation of the conflict
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Figure 6.
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sources (see Elfner, 1998) and the evaluation of alternatives to violence (see chapter
12 below) down to the coverage of day-ta-day atrocities (see Kempf, Reimann &
Luostarinen, 1996).
War culture thus places the members of the society into a permanent doublebind situation (see chapter 10 below), where they have to cope with contradictory
messages and lack the opportunity either to react to both of the messages or to
withdraw from the situation.
As a result of emotional involvement with both contradictory messages, it becomes extremely difficult to query either of them. If society members have no access
to independent information, they have no other choice than to believe the conclusions they are told by their political leaders or to withdraw into selective inattendance,
prejudice or evasive skepticism etc. - all of which are consequences that serve the
goals of psychological warfare by paralyzing the capacity for resistance to the war
(see Kempf, 19(2).

7.

Propaganda and war reporting

If journalists spread the same antagonistic, reduced and distorted images of a contHct as do political and military elites (see Herman & Chomsky, 19S8), this is not (or
at least not in any case) clue to a conspiracy between po1icymakers and the media
but rather results from the mere fact that journalists are society members themselves.
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1. As members of the society, journalists usually share the societal beliefs which
help official propaganda to achieve plausibility. Accordingly, the propaganda
image is as plausible for journalists as it is for the rest of society.
2. Journalists are subject to the same social pressure as the rest of society. They
cannot refute the propaganda image without running the risk of losing status
and influence.
3. Journalists need to find an audience. If their news stories and editorials do not
fit into the societal beliefs, they might be rejected.
4. Journalists use the elites as sources of information. Accordingly, a good deal of
the information on which journalistic work is based is not mere facts but facts
which are already interpreted in an antagonistic way.
5. Since elites are a prominent subject of coverage, most of the news stories are
stories about those who are on the forefront of antagonism.
Accordingly, it is no surprise if the media coverage is prone to the same systematic
distortions in the cognitive representation of conflicts as the rest of the society.
Nonetheless, there are at least three turning-points where the media not only mirror
the mind-set of the society (and thus function as catalysts of conflict escalation) but
play an active role in stimulating the process of conflict escalation beyond its actual
level.
1. The first of these turning-points is due to miscoverage of escalated conflicts
below the threshold of violence. As long as violence has not yet broken out, the
media give little attention to conflicts.l
2. The second turning-point is due to journalists' habit of interpreting conflicts
within a win-lose framework. When journalists take notice of a conflict, finally,
they often rush to antagonistic conclusions without adequate analysis of the
conflict constellation. 2
3. The third turning-point is due to the journalists' devotion to elites, which makes
them especially vulnerable to official propaganda. Journalists rather try to make
propaganda plausible to their audience than be critical about it.-'
As journalists are members of the society themselves, they are vulnerable also to the
same processes of social identification with the own sides' elites, soldiers and victims and to the dehumanization of those on the opposing side.
In order to write appealing news stories, journalists tend to dramatize the events,
humanize their own political and military leaders and feature their own side's victims in great detail and context Reproaches against the enemy are delivered in a
convincing style, which permits no criticism or alternative interpretations whatsoever and often features corroboration from an authority figure. The featuring of the
enemy's actions makes use of an aggravating choice of words and searches for
responsibility at the top (see Herman & Chomsky, 1988; Kempf & Reimann, 1994).
There is little difference between propaganda and war reporting. And, as long as
journalists do not know about the social processes to which they are subject, there
is little chance that this will change.
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8.

De-escalation-oriented conflict coverage

If a piece of journalism looks like propaganda, this does not necessarily mean that it
was systematically written for propaganda purposes. It might as well be that the
respective journalists became victims of a heated public atmosphere themselves. We
also should not forget that orientation towards conflict escalation is more or less
the normal thing in Western culture. But if journalists claim to be aware of their
responsibilities, if they know about the influence they have and if they know that
this influence may be for better or worse, they must not continue to paint the world
in the same colors of black and white as the warlords do.
To take journalistic responsibility does not mean to replace war propaganda
with peace propaganda. Nor does it imply a strategy of appeasement. But it does
imply dismissing simple antagonisms between 'good' and 'evil'.
Figure 7.
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In order to counterbalance the dynamics of conflict escalation and to add to the
constmctive transformation of conflicts, however, it is not sufficient that journalists
remain neutral: they have to abandon the complete framework of war and militalY
logic
Kempf, 1996b). Journalists can take responsibility only if they base their
work on a better understanding of conflicts and if they take into account that none
of the parties in the conflict have absolute standards of truth.
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De-escalation-oriented conflict coverage would have to involve the questioning
of war and military logic, the respecting of the opponent's rights and an unbiased
coverage of his or her intentions. It would have to include a self-critical and realistic
view of own goals, and it must take into account that the opponent might also feel
threatened and in acting in a defensive role.
For this purpose, a critical evaluation of own actions would be required, together with an unbiased evaluation of the opponent's actions even if they appear
to be dangerous. Furthermore, it is necessary to reduce the enemies' feelings of
being under threat, and the price that has to be paid for military victory must be
recognized. Last but not least, de-escalation-oriented conflict coverage requires explicit demands for peaceful alternatives. It must maintain a critical distance from
both sides' belligerents, and it must be critical towards both sides' actions. It has to
emphasize common rights and interests and to search for signals of readiness for
peace on both sides. It has to cover the harm that the war causes on both sides and
to describe the benefit that both sides could gain from putting an end to war
figure 7).

Notes
1. An example for this is the ten years of nonviolent resistance of the Albanian civil rights movement in
Kosovo, which was largely ignored by the international media.
2. When, for instance, I'ranee nominated its own candidate for the position of President of the European
Currency Bank in November 1997, elements of the German press (see Sudkurler, 11 November 1997)
commented on this (limited) I'rench-Gennan conflict as if it had already escalated into a struggle for
national dominance within the EuropC',ln Union.
3. The New World Order rhetori<: during the Gulf War (see Kempf, Reimann & Luostarinen. 20(0) can
serve as a striking ex,lmple.
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